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This paper seeks to show that there is an absolute need for creativity in the selection of
alternative courses of action in transport planning. Drawing upon the techniques of
creative thinking developed by Edward de Bono, the paper will show why creativity is
needed and how allttansport planners can improve their skills in lateral Thinking The
paper will outline some fnndamental ideas, and some myths, about creativity and
describe three major techniques in creative thinking, namely the concept triangle,
random inputs, and the use of provocation .. It will describe why and how these
techniques work, and will then demonstrate their use in a range of transport planning
applications.

The transport planning process has often been characterised as consisting of a series of
logical stages which lead towards the production of a final outcome. Ihese stages
include the identification of goals, the specification of alternatives, the collection of
information, the modelling of alternative courses of action, the evaluation of
alternatives, the selection of preferred alternatives, the implementation of these
preferred alternatives and the monitoring of their consequences While much attention
has been paid to many of these processes, relatively little attention has focussed on the
creative specification of alternatives

Many contemporary authors have suggested various ways in which the urban transport
planning process should operate (e..g Hutchinson, 1974; Stopher and Meyburg, 1975;
Dickey e ai, 1975; Morlok, 1978; Orttizar & Willumsen, 1994) By adapting the critical
components of each of these versions of the planning process, Richardson et al (1995)
have proposed a general transport planning systems process as shown in Figure I.

Figure 1



Ab50lute Need for Creativity

The starting point in the planning process, (if indeed a starting point can be defined in
such a continnous process) is the definition of the problem (or problems) under
consideration It is probably the most important single component of the planning
process Very often, the careful definition of the problem will greatly assist in
snggesting possible solutions Indeed, the explicit ennnciation of the problem may well
be a crucial step in the solution of the problem itself, and may obviate the need for
surveys and subsequent data analysis The importance of problem definition is
extremely high, as highlighted by Armstrong (1978) who states that "a good job of
identifying the problems will reduce the likelihood of Type III Errors (Type III Errors
are good solutions to the wrong problems) "

key feature of the transport planning process, and one which has been the sU1:liect of
innumerable technical papers, is the use of models to describe the operation of the
system Conceptually, it would be possible to investigate the operation of the system by
actually implementing an alternative in the field and then observing its effects on the
surroundinlg ecological, economic and social environment. However, this approach has

number of economic, financial, political, social and engineering drawbacks and, apart
from a limited number of trial schemes, this method is seldom used Hence some form

system model, or simplified abstraction of the real world, must be relied upon to
ge:nerate predictions of consequences. Ihe formulation of the system models is
om,pnnpn by the resources available and the objectives of the analysis .. In many cases,

"model" is no more than the experience of the particular planner involved in the
an:,lv"is.. In other situations, the model is a complex mathematical model which takes

of the many systems interactions In all cases, the model simply makes
pn:di<:tions of the likely consequences of the alternatives to be analysed.

gellen,tic'n of the alternatives by which the problem might be solved is possibly the
challenging part of the process from a professional point of view, in that it requires

cOlnsidel:able creativity on the part of the planner to generate alternatives which will
the desired criteria within the constraints imposed on the problem solution While
of the transport planning process is concerned with the application of logical and

ie'..oned thought processes, the generation of alternatives should concentrate, as will
be explained, on illogical and unreasonable thought processes. (

range of alternatives which might be considered is quite wide and may include one
of the following:
do nothing
change transport technology
construct new facilities
change methods of operation
substitute some other activity for transport
change the regulations or legislation
change pricing policies
change public attitudes
tackle the urban problems which cause transport problems

pn:dir:ticm of the consequences of various alternatives may necessitate a revision of
boundaries if it appears that there ar'e likely to be substantial impacts outside
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of the existing system boundaries Ihis may then involve a revision of the objectives
and criteria and a change in the models to be used to predict an expanded set of
consequences

The comparison of the predicted consequences with the stated criteria is then pelformed
in the evaluation process .. If no alternatives are deemed to be acceptable as a resnlt of
the evaluation, then a search should be made fOI new alternatives which may be
acceptable in accoldance with the stated cliteria If, after an intensive search, there
appear to be no acceptable alternatives then it may be necessary to perform a Ie
examination of the goals and objectives to determine whether they are unattainable and
whether it may be possible to lower the standards of the criteria without serious
consequences On the other hand, it may mean that more effort may be needed, using
the techniques to be described below, in the search for new ways of addressing the
problems identified

If one or more of the alternatives are finally deemed acceptable, then a selection of tbe
best alternative is made on the basis of the stated criteria This alternative is then the
subject of implementation in the field, depending on any constraints which may be
imposed on implementation by parties outside of the transport planning process.
Examples of such external constraints include political and electoral considerations

The final phase of the planning process is the monitoring of the performance of the
selected alternative under actual field conditions This monitoring process will give rise
to data on the actual operation of the alternative This data on operation and
consequences may provide a basis for recalibration, or reformulation, of the system
models to enable better predictions to be made of future consequences. This monitoring
may also suggest changes which should be made to the selected alternatives to improve
operations.. The changes can then be modelled and evaluated to predict new opelating
conditions Finally, monitoring should be performed to ascertain any changes in goals
and o~jectives which may affect the selection of alternatives oveI time The inclnsion of
this monitoring step is essential and higWights the fact that planning is a continual
process which does not stop with the genelation of a set of plans for implementation
These plans must be continually revised in acc'trdance with changes in community
goals, changing economic conditions and developing technology.

Why is Creativity Needed?

A formal consideration of cleativity is needed in transpolt planning because, unlike
other parts of the transport planning process which Iely on logical thinking and analysis,
creative alternatives cannot be generated by logical thinking The major body of work
on creativity can be found in the writings on lateral thinking by Edward de Bono (eg.
de Bono, 1967, 1972, 1988, 1992). In his works, de Bono stresses that no new ideas can
come from logical thinking; all new ideas come from illogical and somewhat random
thoughts .. We have all experienced such situations where solutions to long-standing
problems come to us in the most unlikely circumstances, such as when showering or
when taking a walk and not really thinking about the problem
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learn to be more creative, just like anyone can learn to play tennis Clearly, not all
people will learn to be Wimbledon champions in tennis, and some people will be
more creative than others But everyone can leam to be more creative

2 Creativity comes from the rebels
Creative thinking is often seen to be something that is better done by the rebels in
society, since they like to break the rules and think the non-conformist thonghts
However, since, as will be seen later, deliberate creative thinking is done by
following a series of rules and procedures, it could be that conformists may be
better at deliberate creative thinking since they are the ones who are willing to
follow the rules in order to generate creative ideas at will

3 People are either left-brained or right-brained
Left-brained people are regarded as logical and analytical while right-brained
people are more perceptual and holistic It has therefore been considered that
creativity is a function of right-brain thinking, and can only be attempted by people
who are right-brained However, de Bono points out that both hemispheres of the
brain are used in creativity thinking In addition, while some people are
predominantly left-brained, they also have a right-brain which they can be trained

to use more effectively

4 Creativity belongs in the domain of art and the artists
We often consider creativity to be most obvious in the work of artists, and others of
artistic persuasion such as musicians and architects. However, many "artists" are
only creative on very few occasions in their life, and thereafter tend to stick to their
"creative" style. Many artists develop a style which is surprising and refreshing at
fust, but which is then used with minor variations from then on They are not

necessarily creative all the time or on demand

5 Releasing inhibitions is enongh to be creative
It is often considered that releasing inhibitions, removing the fear of being wrong
and suspending jndgement will be enough to generate new ideas However, if
inhibitions simply reduce our normal level ~f creativity, then releasing inhibitions
will merely move us back to our normal level of creativity In order to be really
creative, however, we need to go beyond this point by the adoption of some

"unnatural" behaviours

6 Intuition and "sleeping on it" is enough
While it is true that many good ideas come to us when we are least expecting them,
leading us to believe that our sub-conscious intuition is enough for generating
creative ideas, such a method has a very low efficiency. It takes a lot of "sleeping
on it" to come up with lots of good new ideas, and it is not particnlarly viable as a

means of generating new ideas on demand

7 Creative people are a bit "crazy"
Being "crazy" is different from being conventional just as being creative is different
from being conventionaL However, it does not follow that being "crazy" is the
same as being creative Generating silly crazy ideas does not mean that they will
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necessarily be useful new ideas, Itcan be a good start, since it makes us move out

of our comfort zone and start considering something different, but one needs to
ensure that one moves on from the crazy idea to the useful idea

8 Scatter-gun processes will eventually generate creative ideas
The process of "brainstorming" gives the idea that simply listing a lot of different
thoughts, and suspending judgement about them, will generate good new ideas
Clearly, the more ideas that are listed the more likely it is that at least one new idea
will surface. However, it's a bit like having a thousand monkeys banging away on
typewriters in the hope that they will write a best-selling noveL Most brainstorming
exercises are more like "brain-dumping" where all we get are a series of ideas along
the same line from each participant. We need more deliberate processes to force us
out of our normal lines of thinking

9. Creative ideas must address big problems and issues
Many people, especially in Western societies, are obsessed with finding big
conceptual jumps which lead to totally new paradigms of thought about a topic.
Eastern thinkers, on the other hand, are more content with a series of small
conceptual jumps which lead to new ideas without a major paradigm change .. A
series of small jumps rarely leads to the same outcome as one large jump, since the
large jump may require a total overhaul of previous ways of looking at things
Creative thinking should be considered when looking at both small and large
problems

Creative thinking is a group process
Because many people have some experience with brainstorming exercises, it is
often considered that creativity is a group exercise" However, deliberate creative
thinking can be an individual as well as a group exercise Indeed, individual
creativity can be better at the start of the process, where individuals can generate far·
more ideas and a wider range of ideas. Later in the process, groups can be good for
building on ideas and suggesting variations and modifications to ideas generated by
an individual

L Creativity and intelligence are inversely related
Many people consider that high levels of intelligence are an impediment to
creativity Clearly, highly intelligent people are traditionally better at logic and
analysis. They may also "know" when something won't work, and hence don't
follow though on the idea. On the other hand, the less intelligent person may not be
smart enough to know that the idea can never work, and hence, in their innocence,
continue to work on the idea until, to everyone's surprise, it works, However,
deliberate creative thinking can be used by high and low IQ people alike, so long as
they ar·e willing to follow the rules of deliberate creative thinking

the Concept Triangle to Generate Alternatives

cornrr,on situation in which some form of creativity is required is where different
are needed for solving a particular problem Typically, this is done by making a

of the different ways of solving the problem However, a relatively simple change to
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The Use of a Concept Triangle to Gener'ate Ideas

Problem

this process can make the effort much more productive in terms of the quantity and
quality of ideas developed.. The key change is to think of an idea not as an individual
idea but as a representative of a "concept" which can be used to solve the specified
problem

As an example of using concepts to generate ideas, consider the problem of emptying a
glass of water without touching the glass When faced with this problem, most people
will immediately come up with a particular idea, such as sucking the water out through
a straw. Rather than immediately proceeding on to suggest other ideas, we can be more
productive if we pause at this stage and identify the concept which underlies this
particular idea In this case, the concept might be "raising the water out of the glass"
Having identified this concept, we now proceed to generate other ideas using this same
concept For example, we might place a cloth inside the glass, absorb the water with the
cloth, and then lift the cloth out Alternatively, we might put a string in the glass, freeze
the water, then lift out an ice cube! This process can be represented in terms of a
"concept triangle", as shown in Figure 2

With the "concept triangle", one uses the first idea to identify a general concept, and
then uses this general concept to develop many different ideas, using this same concept,
for solving the original problem

Figure 2

Having identified all the different ideas using this concept, one then thinks of any other
way of solving the problem, and then repeats the process of identifying the concept and
then generating new ideas from this concept" For example, with the same problem, one
conld empty the glass by filling it with stones to force out the water.. The underlying
concept would be "displacement", and other ideas might be filling it with another liquid
which was heavier than water, or by placing another glass inside the original glass The
same process can be repeated over and over again until all the concepts, and ideas,
been exhausted (at least to yoU! mind) This overall process is shown in Figure 3,





The Constraining Effect of Rontine Thinking

Using a Random Starting Point to find a New Idea

Figure 4

are already familiar in the corridor between A and B Just as falling rain carves deeper
and deeper rivers in the valleys of the landscape (becanse it always runs downhill to the
lowest point), so new information talling on our senses tends to run into the same
thought channels, carving deeper and deeper impressions on our brainscape What is
needed is a way of forcing us out of our comfort zone (i e the obvious path from A to
B) so tbat we have a chance of finding the new idea at C.

A±::==~:""-------_~ 8
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Random

One way of getting out of our thinking rut is by the deliberate introduction of a random
stimulus which has nothing to do with the topic about which we are thinking. Ihis
random input has the effect of deliberately moving us away from the usual path between
A and B, thus putting our mind temporarily in an unusual position such that we might
see the new idea at C Having discovered this new idea, we then see, in hindsight, how
it relates to the issue or problem we were considering at A Importantly, we must be
able to explain logically how the idea at C is able to solve the problem we were
considering at A, as shown by the reverse arrow from C to A in Figure 5. While we
could not have found C from A by logical processes, we must always be able to show,
in hindsight, how C is logically connected to A. We are all familiar with this concept
Having found a new idea, by whatever process, we often say to ourselves or others
"How obvious! Why didn't I see this before?", Explaining good ideas is not very hard;
finding them in the first place is mnch more difficult, unless specific Lateral Ihinking
I echniques are employed

Figure 5

One of the simplest, but most powerfiJl, techniques in Lateral lhinking is the use of the
Random Word Ihe Random Word technique is a deliberate method of generating a
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Beef: the meaning of this word is changed in OUI mind from "meat" to "complaint" We
then arrive at the idea of a money back guarantee on tickets for those travellers Who are
willing to document their "beef" in writing lhis could then be used to improve qUality
control for the ticketing systems, and also enSUIe that no-one is abusing the guarantee
by claiming a refund on every ticket they use

Sesame Seeds: the word "sesame" is associated with "open sesame" from the story of
Alladin. This gives rise to the idea of "magic tickets" which would generate random
prizes for users wheu they validate their ticket upon entry to the vehicle (which is a
particular problem with automatic ticketing in Melbourne).

The Lot: these words give rise to the idea of a ticket which is valid for "the lot". This
could take the form of an annual pass at a highly reduced rate, or a smartcard ticket
which could be linked to a bank account (again with highly reduced rates for individual
tickets)

Ihe entire exercise outlined above should take no more than five minutes. In this way,
you can use the technique whenever there is five minutes to spare - perhaps While
waiting for the train to arrive! Ihe exercise could then be repeated by selecting another
Random Word, which would probably result in a totally different set of ideas.. However,
it is important that you should notjust keep discarding and reselecting Random Words
until you find one that is easy to work with You must work with the first one selected,
and only after finishing the entire exercise should you move on to another Random
Word.. Random Words which are difficult to work with are most likely the ones that are
well away from the well-trodden path between A and B in Figure 5, and hence most
likely to result in new ideas well away from yOUI normal thought patterns

Having generated a series of ideas that show potential, it would then be necessary to
subject them to critical appraisal and improvement to develop ideas which are capable
of implementation .. Ihis appraisal process could well use the techniques of Six Hats
Ihinking, also developed by de Bono (1986)

Using Provocation to Deliberately Leave the Mainstr,am

The Random Word technique outlined above uses a random process to get out of the
mainstream thinking between A and B Another way of leaving this mainstream
thinking is to deliberately set up a provocative situation which is known to lie outside of
the mainstream This process has been named Po (for provocative operation) by de
Bono, and is a first step, followed by the process of "movement" in the generation of
new ideas, as shown in Figure '7
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Po

Using Provocation and Movement to find a New IdeaFigure 7

Reversal: here, we take the opposite of the statement that we have taken for granted
Sometimes this can be done by taking the opposite of a key word in the statement, or
simply by reversing the statement such that the subject of the sentence becomes the
object and the object becomes the subject For example, if the taken-for-granted
staternel1t is "buses run on a timetable". then possible reversal provocations are "buses

randomly" (by taking the opposite of "on a timetable") or "timetables run on buses"
reversing the sU1:>ject and object of the sentence)

EJ<al:g'ra,IU'": if the thing that is taken for granted contains some numerical
measlllelment or qnantity, then we can often get a provocation by simply exaggerating
(upward or downward) that measurement or quantity For example, if the taken-for
granted statement is that "each bus has one engine", an exaggeration provocation might
be that "each bns has 10 engines"

if there is a time sequence or a relationship iu the taken-for-granted
statenlent, then we can often get powerful provocations by distorting that sequence or

For example, if the taken-for-granted statement is that "passengers buy a
before usiug the bus", a distortion provocation might be that "passengers buy a

ticket after using the bus".

Unlike the Random Word starting point, which has no connection with the mainstream
of thought between A and B, the Po process uses this mainstream to deliberately
generate a starting position which is outside the mainstream, from which we can then
work towards a new idea by the process of "movement". The first step in the Po process,
th,:relfon" after identifying the Focus of the thinking, is to establish something that is

for granted about the Focus (i e something that is part of the mainstream thinking
on this topic).. One then moves away from this mainstream thought by meaus of one of

different techniques:

Es:cape: with this provocation, we simply negate what we have taken for granted about
the topic.. For example, if the Focus is Buses, a taken-for-granted statement may be
"buses have doors" An escape provocation would be "buses do uot have doors" It

matter that this statement looks to be impossible ludeed, that is the whole point
a Po statement; it must be out of the mainstream" The issue now is how we can move
from this Po statement to find some new ideas about buses, which is the Focus of our

thiuking in this example Techuiques of movement will be described later in this
section

A±===~-- -=:::::::~> 8
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Wishful Thinking: in this case, we suggest a fantasy idea which we know cannot
occur, and which is therefore definitely out of mainstream thinking. This is the only
provocation where we don't need to specify a taken-for-granted statement in advance,
We simply complete a statement of the form "Wouldn't it be nice if "In the area of
buses, snch Wishful Thinking provocations might include "urban buses are luxury
vehicles", "buses are always available", "buses cost nothing to operate", or "your fares
are instalment payments to buy the bus"

The purpose of provocation is not to generate new ideas immediately, but simply to get
you out of the rut of mainstream thinking (as shown in Figure 7) The further it takes
you away from the mainstream, the more powerful is the provocation.. Therefore don't
shy away from "crazyll provocations Ihe crazier the provocation, the more likely you
are to generate a really new idea at the next stage of the process

To use provocations to generate new ideas, we need the concept of "movementn

Unfortunately, "movement" is not a natural mental operation for most people.. When
faced with ideas or statements, our natural tendency is to use the mental operation of
I1judgement" Ihat is, we examine the statement and "judge" whether it makes sense,
whether it is useful and so on. In creative thinking, we need to deliberately "suspend
judgemenf' at this stage Ihis is what is traditionally done in llbrainstorming" sessions
Participants are asked to "suspend judgement" while they and others propose ideas
However, this is not enough by itself Suspending judgement does not tell us what to do
with the ideas after they have all been proposed. This is where the process of movement
is usefnl Rather than examine the idea (the provocation) to see whether it is
immediately useful, we use the provocation to "move on" to other ideas We want to see
where this provocation may lead us in the future, We use provocations much as we
would use stepping stones to cross a river We are not interested in whether the stepping
stones are good in themselves; we simply want to nse them to get to the other side of the
river, where we might find greener pastures full of new ideas To do this, a range of
specific "movement" techniques have been devised

Five major "movement" techniques exist for use in conjunction with the provocations
derived by the methods described earlier:

!
Extract a Principle: this is similar to the "concept triangle" described earlier in this
paper You look at the provocation and try to extract an underlying concept from the
provocation You then discard the provocation and work with the concept to identify
new ideas related to the original focus .. For example, if the provocation was "passengers
buy a ticket after using the bus", you might extract the concept of "honesty" You then
concentrate on "honesty" and see how this might generate new ideas about "buses"
(which was our original general focus area) In doing so, you might generate an idea
which is immediately useful (Le you have reached the other side of the river) or you
might generate another provocation (you have generated the next stepping stone) In
using this movement technique, the trick is to concentIate fully on the extracted concept
and forget about the provocation which gave rise to that concept Clearly, however,
more than one concept can be extracted from a provocation, For example, we could also
have extracted the concepts of "delayed payment" or "exit controls" from the above
provocation
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Focus on the Difference: here the provocation is compared with the existing situation,
and the points of difference are highlighted and explored to see if they might lead to a
nseful new idea. Even if the differences are only small, they should be concentrated
upon and explored rigorously. For example, if the provocation is "buses run randomly",
you might be tempted to say "so where is that different to reality"! However, the
difference in the provocation is that buses are meant to run randomly, rather than
running randomly by chance From this you might identify the difference as being the
deliberate introduction of variability (or variety) into the system From this, you might
consider the idea of differentiating your fleet and the services offered in order to cater
for specific niche markets, rather than trying to maintain a uniform look and feel about
the services This could then lead on to the consideration of a wide range of new
markets and services. At this stage, we have totally forgotten about the idea of "buses
running randomly"; we have simply used that as a stepping stone to generate a range of
other ideas

Moment to Moment: in many situations, this is the most powerful of the movement
Here, we imagine or simulate what might actually happen if we tried to

implement the provocation as it stands Along the way, we look for new ideas that are
by the simulation A very productive way of using this movement technique

in a group is for one person to perform the simulation while others look for ideas
sUI,g,,,t,:d by the simulation. In this way, the performer can concentrate fully on acting

the situation, while the observers can concentrate fully on looking for new ideas
example. if the provocation was "urban buses ate luxury vehicles", the performer

simulate the process of being met at the door by a host, shown to their
comfortablle reserved seat, being provided with reading material and video headphones,

drinks and meals, dozing off to sleep and being woken by the host in time to get
at their stop and transferring to the waiting limousine service, During this

others can be noting ideas and variations of the enacted scenes which
actually be put into practice It might not result in a "luxury service". but it could
in useful improvements

Pn,.i';v. Aspects: this is a very simple technique which concentrates more directly on
provocation itself Rather than thinking about where the provocation might lead, we

at the provocation and see whether there are any direct benefits or positive aspects
the provocation itself. For example, if the provocation was "buses do not have

, you might ask "what would be the value of that?" Possible answers include:
and exit of passengers would be quicker, more air circulation within the vehicle,

mechanical things to break down, and easier to see things outside the vehicle, Each
"benefits" could then be examined to see whether they could be achieved by

practical means

Special Circumstances: while provocations are generally crazy and unsuitable for
jrnpl':ffil,ntation, there may be some special circumstances where the idea may have

immediate use (even though it may be impractical in general) For example, if the
l'r(lvQ,cation was "each bus has 10 engines", this could suggest multiple engine buses

electric and gas) for use in situations where air quality was particularly
irnllor1ant (e,g, buses which have terminals in confined spaces) or in circumstances

the supply of anyone type of fuel was subject to disruption in supplies
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While the above techniques are specific methods of developing "movement" from a
provocation, there is also an important attitude that can be developed from the idea of
movement. I hus, whenever confronted with an idea that seems a bit crazy or
unworkable (whether it was meant as a provocation or not), stop and think about how
you can "move on" from that idea rather than simply rejecting it as "crazy". Looking for
"silver linings" rather than "clouds" can be an amazingly productive source of new ideas
if a conscious effort is made to apply "movement" rather than "judgement" to ideas that
occur regularly in our daily lives.

Using Creativity in Transport Planning

The methods of Lateral Thinking described in this paper are just three of the possible
ways of generating new ideas In describing these methods, some simple examples from
transport have been used to illustrate the concepts and techniques In general, though,
where and when can Lateral Thinking be useful in transport planning?

There are at least three main areas where Lateral Thinking can be useful:

• Developing new services

In the short and medium term, there is a need to develop new services and products
This is particularly the case for public transport operators, especially in a privatised,
competitive environment where increasing patronage in a profitable manner will be of
prime importance New markets will need to be identified and new services designed to
serve these markets Since the development of new services will be a new experience
for many involved in public transport over the past few decades, a way of deliberately
breaking out of traditional thinking modes will be particularly useful

• Developing new policies

In the medium and long term, the development of new transport and land-use policies is
of crucial importance in shaping the transport systems of the future. Many policy
decisions for the future are constrained by the decisions of the past This situation is
termed the "time sequence trap" by de Bono (1992) (He notes that any system collects
information over time" At any point in time, decisions are made based on the
information available at that time However, at any future point in time, when new
information has come along, the best decision may not simply be to add onto or slightly
modify the decisions made previously It may be necessary to disrupt the decisions
made previously, and come up with a substantially new policy direction In such
situations, the techniques of Lateral Thinking will be useful for deliberately breaking
with the policy decisions of the past

• Developing new analytical techniques

In addition to the development of new services and policies, there may also be a need to
develop new methods of modelling and evaluating those services and policies. The
techniques currently in use have developed incrementally over the past 50 years
Considerable effort and intellectual capital has been invested in the development of the
various analytical techniques, and there is a natural reluctance on the part of those who
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are the experts in these areas to look for new ways of analysing transport systems The
conventional four-step modelling process followed by an economic cost-benefit analysis
have become entrenched as the way to analyse such systems" However, there have been
substantial changes in computing power available to typical transport analysts, together
with major advances from research on the behavioural underpinnings of travel
behaviour. To take advantage of these developments, we need to make a break with
traditional methods of analysis and think creatively about how the advances in
computers and theoretical understanding can be used to develop new methods of
analysis.

Conclusions

This paper has outlined some of the basic characteristics of creative thinking, and has
described three methods of Lateral Thinking proposed by Edward de Bono The
Concept Triangle has been shown to be useful in expanding the range and number of
alternatives, given an initial idea about an area or problem The Random Word
technique has been described as a way of generating substantially new ideas, well
removed from our conventional line of thought The use of Provocation and Movement
has also been described as another technique for generating creative new ideas. With
each of these techniques, examples have been given to illustrate the concepts involved
ID general, these techniques may be used to develop uew services, new policies and new
methods of analysis of transport systems

The title of this paper is "The Absolute Need for Creativity in Transport Planning"
Why does it stress an "absolute need" rather than just a "need"? It is considered that
there is an "absolute need" for creativity in transport planning because, after 50 years of
the profession of transport planning, we seem to be well and truly struck in a rut of
conventional thinking. We continue to apply ideas and techniques developed in a
different era (when expansion of the system was the major activity), long after the
conditions which gave rise to those ideas and techniques have long passed. We have not
taken due account of changes in demographic and socio-economic conditions, and
continue to propose policies which do not apply to today's multicultural and fragmented!
family environment We continue to try serving the needs of those without cars with
public transport technologies developed in the previous century Our management
structures pay little attention to modern theories of management Our evaluation
methodologies do not take adequate account of environmental and equity
considerations, even though we often pay lip-service to these objectives. In all these
areas, a drastic re-think is required as we enter the new millennium The techniques of
Lateral Thinking offer a way of enabling us to deliberately break out of the confines of
our intellectual straigh\jacket
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